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Dear Friends in the Arnoldus Family!

Sincere and warm greetings from the Team of the Arnold Janssen Spirituality Center in Steyl:
Celestina Tangan and Aneta Kołodziejczyk, Renato Gnatta and Peter Dusicka.

On  the  1  May  2013  there  was  a  big  celebration  in  St.  Michael´s  in  Steyl.  The  new 
Provincial Leadership Team of the German SVD Province was officially installed in the setting of 
a solemn liturgy. All the confreres and guests who participated in this celebration received the 
badge with the inscription: “Zur Heiligkeit  gerufen – Called to Holiness.” Why exactly these 
words? The new Provincial Fr. Ralf Huning explaining it in his homily, called our attention to the 
fact  that  in the year 2013 we are celebrating the 10th anniversary of the canonization of Sts. 
Arnold Janssen and Joseph Freinademetz. Both our saints stand before us as examples of holiness. 
Yet, what is actually holiness? How shall we look at it? 

One way of looking at holiness for us missionaries is our committed participation to Goďs 
mission. This aspect was also stressed by the SVD 17th General Chapter 2012: “God leads all  
creation to be reconciled to Himself in Christ, as expressed in the eschatological image of the  
multitude from every nation, people and language standing before the throne of the Lamb. We 
feel  especially  called  to  this  aspect  of  God’s  mission  in  our  world  today  because  of  our  
interculturality,  which  is  our  heritage,  commitment  and  mission  from the  foundation  of  our  
Society by St. Arnold Janssen, a particular gift of God to us.” (No. 3)

We are called to holiness through our lives in intercultural communities. The challenge of 
interculturality becomes therefore for us the challenge of holiness. One basic attitude that we are 
called to develop and live out on this path is beautifully expressed in the Hasidic tale: “End of 
Night”: An old rabbi once asked his pupils how they could tell when the night had ended and the  
day had begun.

'Could it be', asked one of the students, 'when you can see an animal in the distance and  
know whether it's a sheep or a dog'? 'No', answered the rabbi. Another asked: 'Is it when you can  
look at a tree in the distance and tell whether it's a fig tree or a peach tree'? 'No', answered the  
rabbi.

'Then when is it'? the pupils demanded.
'It is when you can look on the face of any man or woman and see that it is your sister or 

brother. Because if you cannot see this, it is still night'!
And the moral of the tale is valid for us too. How long will our brothers and sisters coming 

from various nations, races and cultures need to wait, till we discover in their faces the face of my 
brother and my sister? 

OUR E-MAIL ADDRESS:   ajscteam@gmail.com
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1.   Summer Convivencia

The convivencia took place from May 20th till the 29th. In the light 
of the recent focus on Interculturality by the SVD, the theme chosen for 
the recollection was: Sharing Intercultural Life.

One of the pieces of the decoration introducing this theme was a 
big picture of the face of Jesus, comprising many small colorful faces of 
various  people.  The  picture  was  an  invitation  to  meditate  Gal  3:28: 
“There is neither Jew nor Gentile,  neither slave nor free,  nor is  there  
male and female, for you are all one in Christ Jesus.” Taking time and 
letting this picture speak to us was a good start to the recollection day. 
 Sr. Celestina led the team to reflect on some scriptural texts and on the 
theme:  “Intercultural  community  way  of  living  is  a  constant  call  for 

continual conversion.” It is a dying to self to welcome other views differing from our own. When 
there is difficulty in understanding, we are invited to provide a space to go beyond our views and 
make the extra step. It is a paschal passage which cannot be by-passed.

Community life lived in an intercultural and international setting is a distinguishing feature 
and an essential part of our identity. It touches the heart of our spirituality and charism. The recent 
SVD  General  Chapter  document  states  “Our  Society  is  characterized  by  a  Trinitarian  and 
incarnational  spirituality  and our  sharing  in  this  spirituality  across  our  cultural  differences  has 
helped to promote unity in our communities. Our interculturality reflects the unity and diversity of 
the Trinity, and sharing in our common mission and our communal life reflects the Word becoming 
Flesh…” (No. 27)

In our intercultural life we are invited to follow the teaching of St. Paul, to live a life worthy 
of our calling: With all humility and gentleness, and with patience, support each other in love. Take  
every care to preserve the unity of the Spirit by the peace that binds you together. There is one  
Body, one Spirit, just as one hope is the goal of your calling by God (Eph 4:2-4).”

In  the  days  that  followed  many  things  were  tackled,  among  these  the  repots,  review, 
evaluation and updating the three year development plan and the program of activities for the years 
2013  and  2014.  One  of  the  important  issues  dealt  with  was  also  the  “Implementation  of  the 
resolution no. 29 from the 17th SVD General Chapter” which tasks the team with elaboration of 
various programs on the spiritual dimension of interculturality for the Arnoldus Family.

The second part of the convivencia was dedicated to the on-going formation of the team. 
This  year  Fr.  Robert  Kisala  SVD,  the  vice-general,  helped  us  to  reflect  on  the  theme  of 
interculturality. As a long-term missionary in Japan he shared not only his knowledge but also his 
experiences. 

At least one of his thoughts on the theological foundation of interculturality we would like to 
share with you: “Humanity is created in God’s image, reflecting both the unity and the diversity of 
the Trinity itself. This diversity is expressed both in terms of individuals and in terms of cultures. 
The doctrine of the Trinity urges us to question the view that the diversity of cultures and languages 
found in humanity is a curse brought about by humanity’s arrogance and challenge to God, as 
implied in the story of the Tower of Babel (Gen 11:1-10), and rather to see it as part of God’s plan 
from all eternity, that humankind be made ‘in our image, according to our likeness’ (Gen 1:26), 
including the diversity of the threeness. Likewise, humanity is called to share in the communion of 
the Father, Son, and Spirit in the one God, a communion of individuals and of cultures.”
   
2.  AJSC Activities

        a) Retreat in Poland: December 28, 2012 – January 5, 2013

From December 28, 2012 to January 5, 2013 Aneta accompanied 9 retreatants in a semi-
guided retreat in the dynamic of the Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius Loyola at the Salvatorian 
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Retreat House in Kraków. All of them were women, mostly religious from different congregations 
and lay persons,  single  and married.  There  were 9 spiritual  guides for  the whole group which 
numbered all together 80 participants. This was a great opportunity to meet with other spiritual 
guides and exchange ideas and help each other with supervision. 

b) II International SVD/SSpS Spanish-Portuguese 30-day Retreat Workshop in Steyl: 
    February 4 – March 22, 2013. 

The second international retreat-workshop for SVD/SSpS retreat guides was held in Steyl 
from February 4 to March 22, 2013 for Spanish-Portuguese speakers. 

Participating in this program were seven SVD’s and seven SSpS coming from different 
provinces, together with Sr. Maria Virginia, SSpS from Argentina, Fr. Tony Bon Pates, SVD from 
the Centro Ad Gentes, Nemi, and from  the AJSC Team Fr. Renato, Sr. Celestina,  Sr. Aneta  and 
Fr. Peter D. The 14 participants were of seven nationalities missioned to 11 provinces and a region. 
The AJSC Team took care of the practical organization and logistics that included the pilgrimages 
to the home places of St. Arnold Janssen, Blessed Josepha Stenmanns and Blessed Maria Helena, as 
well as providing other services.

The primary objective of the workshop is to prepare our own members as spiritual retreat 
guides who can design a retreat and accompany others as they engage in it. The program has three 
parts: the first part involves both personal and group preparation for the retreat journey and getting 
to know the memorial places of our roots. The second part is the guided one month retreat based on 
the  basic  elements  of  our  Trinitarian  Mission  Spirituality.  The  third  part  is  systematic  and 
deepening reflection on the experience and skills for designing and accompanying retreats.

The participants recognized with grateful hearts that this was truly a privileged and grace-
filled experience to make the retreat in the context of our common roots in Steyl. Everything was 
possible, thanks to the availability of the Centrum Sankt Michael (CSM) in Steyl and to the full 
collaboration of the SVD community.

 c) 3-day Recollection in Bonn: April 3 – 15, 2013 

From April 3 – 15, Sr. Celestina went to Bonn for holidays. While she was there she was 
requested to facilitate a three-day recollection for a group of Filipino women who were mostly 
leaders in the community and another day for one of the charismatic communities residing in Bonn 
and Cologne. The recollection was focused on prayer and deepening of one’s personal relationship 
with God. 

d) Retreats and the seminar for SSpS sisters in Romania: April 3 – 19, Roman

On the invitation of the Sr. Anna Trojer, the Regional Superior of the SSpS in Romania, Sr. 
Aneta  and Fr.  Peter  conducted two guided retreats  and a  seminar  about  our  spirituality  in  the 
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Romanian Region. There were 9 sisters of 6 nationalities, who participated in the program: 2 from 
Italy, 2 from Romania, 2 from India, 1 each from Austria, Germany and Indonesia. 

The team offered two schedules of guided retreat so that all the sisters could participate. 
Since  not  all  the  sisters  could  speak  English,  German  was  also  used  during  the  personal 
accompaniment. The first retreat took place from 4 – 10 April, the second from 12 to 18. April. The 
venue was the convent of the Saint Clara sisters in Roman, built in 2006, located not far from the 
SSpS Convent. 

The two-day seminar, attended by all the sisters, was for practical reasons “sandwiched” 
between the guided retreats. The expectations of the group were varied. The sisters felt encouraged 
to grow in inner freedom and to strengthen their missionary and religious commitment. 

Sr.  Aneta  and  Fr.  Peter  cherished  the  great  hospitality  of  the  sisters.  Even  though  the 
weather during this time was rather cold and foggy, somewhere inside they felt that the grace of the 
Spirit was at work.   

e) Pilgrimage of Holy Spirit Missionary Association from Slovakia to Steyl 

Thirty five members of Holy Spirit Missionary Association from Slovakia came as pilgrims 
to Steyl from 31 May to 4 June. Two members of the team, Fr. Peter and Sr. Aneta were responsible 
for the accompaniment of the group. The guided tours to all three convents in Steyl, pilgrimage to 
Issum,  Kevelaer,  Goch,  presentation  about  the  members  of  the  Founding  Generation  and 
recollection day left a deep impression on the participants. The warm welcome of the hosts – not 
only from the sisters of the Sacred Heart Convent, where the group stayed, but also the places 
where the group visited – touched their hearts. 

Yet the old truth that the pilgrims need to face some hardships in order to make a good 
pilgrimage came true for them. Even though everything went smoothly during their stay in Steyl, on 
their way back they needed to make an additional 8 hours detour. Due to the vast floods in southern 
Germany and Austria, they had to change their route and instead of being 15 hours on the journey, 
they travelled for 23 hours till they finally reached home.  

3.  Impressions from the SVD/SSpS SpanishPortuguese 30day Retreat 
Workshop 

“We began with the Opening Mass, a general introduction around the sarcophagus of Fr.  
Arnold. The icon that accompanied us was “the way” and the biblical text: "Prepare the way of the 
Lord." For three days we were "Building our Community" in this space, introducing ourselves to  
the group to say who we are, where we come from, what we do. We each spoke about our personal  
history. We were all listening quietly to each partner on the road with an attitude of one who is in  
front of the burning bush. We were barefoot and welcoming to each brother/sister and praying for  
him or  her.  Upon  completion  of  this  sharing  experience,  we  could  perceive  the  high  level  of  
empathy we had achieved.

We made pilgrimages to the holy places for SSpS and SVD including our Pink Sisters’  
Chapel. We met our rich history and holiness in many brothers and sisters who came before us!  
The founding generation, the root of our family, should be the pride of every SSpS and SVD. So  
much for which to thank the Lord and those women and men!

On the 8th we began our 30-day retreat. The retreat was divided into four stages. After each  
stage we had a day of rest that we used to relax a bit and to make our pilgrimages to places like:  
Issum,  Kevelaer,  Goch,  Wahlwiller,  Rollesbroich  and  Monchengladbach.  On  March  13th  the  
workshop started. In the afternoon we visited to our Pink Sisters and our Motherhouse, the Convent  
of  the  Sacred Heart.  There  we  also  celebrated  the  result  of  the  Conclave  and  our  new Pope  
Francis.

In  the  following  days  the  topics  addressed  were  forgiveness,  healing  of  wounds,  
characteristics of the companion and how to prepare the retreats. We had theoretical and practical  
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classes. One day we had an exercise in mutual support,  an SSpS with an SVD. We ended our  
workshop with  modules  in  developing retreats  for  lay  people,  lifelong learning,  vocations  and  
initial training. We did this in groups.

We lived this experience deeply, on an inner level where we find our "true self" and where  
the Triune God dwells. Every process has a painful part; however, it is worth doing. It is well  
known that where there is no death, there is no resurrection, but when there is, then happiness is  
indescribable.”

(Sr. Monica Darrichon, SSpS, USA Province)

4. Keeping in Touch

You can read and download articles and other materials from AJSC Folder which is placed 
in the Public Area of the SVD website: http://www.svdcuria.org. Click on Site Map/Mapa del sitio, 
then  click  on  AJSC–CEAJ.  The  Sisters  can  access  the  same  by  going  to  the  SSpS  website 
www.worldssps.org. Click Other Links then click AJSC.

We would appreciate it very much if you could send us materials (articles or modules) that 
can be useful in the work of spiritual animation. We can post them on the website so that others can 
have access to them. Moreover news or activities in your province in the field of spiritual animation 
are most welcome. Please send them through this address:  ajscteam@gmail.com. For those who 
have been faithful in sharing materials with us, thank you.

The  AJSC Newsletter  is  sent  out  in  five  language  versions:  English,  German,  Spanish, 
Portuguese and Indonesian. We want to take this opportunity to acknowledge the hard work of our 
translators. We look forward to hearing from you. Many thanks and God bless you.

    We look forward to hearing from you.
    With our prayers and best wishes for you.
        Celestina, Aneta, Renato, Peter
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